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THE CORRESPONDENCE OF CHARLES DARWIN
1877

From Marcellin de Bonnal1 [1877]2
Monsieur,
Un homme de votre puissance intellectuelle ne saurait nier un creáteur, aussi,
ne le niez vous pas. Mais, votre systême est la négation de Dieu, et, votre école,
qui est logique, coule à pleins bords dans le matérialisme partant du néant pour
y aboutir.
Voila pourquoi je vous combats. Je vous combats dans l’intérêt de la vérité, de
l’homme et des sociétés.
Je vais publier prochainement une seconde édition de ma philosophie, dans
laquelle je m’attache surtout à vous réfuter.3
Je désirerais avant une réponse à une seule de mes questions.
Cette unique question, la voici. Il me semble qu’elle anéantit votre systême.
Si les sélections naturelles sont si puissantes, et il faut qu’elles le soient pour arriver
d’un brin d’herbe à l’homme, comment se fait il, par exemple, qu’il y ait encore des
algues et des polypes sur la terre?
Si l’algue, dans le cours de l’éternité, a pu devenir l’humanité matérielle, l’humanité morale, par sélection naturelle, expliquez moi comment il se fait qu’il existe
encore des algues?
Tant de puissance d’un coté, tant d’impuissance de l’autre.
Est ce que la moitié, pour les moins, de la création, ne proteste pas contre le
pouvoir fantastique de vos sélections?
Quelle raison donnerez vous de l’immobilité de l’algue, du ver, du polype, quand
il a pu en naitre, selon vous, l’abeille et l’homme?
Comme il s’agit, pour les sociétés humaines, d’avoir une foi morale ou de
tomber dans une négation démoralisante, j’espère, que vous vous voudrez bien
me répondre.
Dans cet espoir, j’ai l’honneur d’être, Monsieur, votre très humble et très obéissant serviteur | M. de Bonnal
l’Isle Jourdain | (Vienne) | france.
DAR 201: 6
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January 1877
For a translation of this letter, see Appendix I.
The year is established by the reference to Bonnal 1877 (see n. 3, below).
Bonnal evidently sent a copy of his book Une agonie (A death-struggle; Bonnal 1877). CD’s copy is in the
Darwin Library–Down. There is no record of a second edition.

To [E. M. Dicey?] [1877]1
My dear Mrs. D.
The answer to your two letters to my wife I have pleasure in giving you my
opinion, which you can communicate to anyone, as you may think it; but I must beg
you to observe that I am not a physiologist & that my opinion can have no special
value.—2
I should regret that any girl who wished to learn physiology shd. be checked,
because it seems to me that this science is the best or sole one for giving to any person an intelligent view of living beings, & thus to check that credulity on various
points which is so common with ordinary men & women. I shd look at it as a Sin to
discourage any boy from studying physiology who had the wish to do so; & I make
the distinction between a boy & a girl, because as yet no woman has advanced the
science. I believe much physiology cd. be learned without seeing any experiments
performed or any organ in action; but I do not believe that a person could learn
several parts of the subject with 〈the〉 vividness & clearness, which is necessary
for well instructing others, unless he saw some of our organs in action.— All that
I have said here with respect to ordinary students applies with greatly increased
force to medical students; though no doubt very many perhaps most medical men
practice their profession by the mere rule of thumb. With respect to you not liking
a girl to see an animal operated on, though quite insensible, I can quite understand it & shd. sympathise fully with you, if it were out of mere idle curiosity; but
if a person with a wish 〈to〉 learn physiology was thus prevented, I shd. consider
it a weakness.— I may add that I have bitterly repented this very weakness in
my own case, as I cd. not get over my horror at seeing men dissected when I was
young.—3 Even to take the extreme case of an animal becoming sensible before
the operation was over, it wd take only a few seconds either to kill it or render it
again insensible. Nor can I see the least reason to suppose it wd sufer more during
such few seconds than it wd do for hours during any severe illness to which men
& animals are liable. By dwelling too much on humanity, though Heaven knows
this until lately has been a rare error, do you not think that there is danger of
compassion becoming morbid?4
Pray believe me, dear Mrs D | Yours very sincerely | Ch Darwin
ADraftS
DAR 202: 41
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The correspondent is conjectured from a pencil annotation, ‘Dicey?’; the year is established by a pencil
annotation, probably made by Francis Darwin. Dicey was involved in the foundation of Newnham
Hall, soon to become Newnham College, a women’s college at the University of Cambridge (Sutherland 2006).
The letters have not been found; they probably concerned the admission of women to physiological
laboratories at Cambridge. For more on the development of facilities for women, see Richmond
1997.
CD had given up medical studies at Edinburgh after seeing two operations performed without anaesthetic; he had been unable to stay for the duration of either procedure. He developed a revulsion at
the sight of blood, which he never overcame. (See Browne 1995, pp. 62–3.)
For more on CD’s support for the use of animals in physiological experiments and his involvement in
the Parliamentary debate about vivisection, see Correspondence vols. 23 and 24.

From Sigmund Fuchs1 [1877–8?]2
Hochverehrter Herr!
Nehmen Sie meinen innigsten Dank hin für die Freundlichkeit, mit der Sie meine
Zeilen beantwortet haben.3 Ich werde dem in Ihrem Briefe, hochverehrter Herr,
gegebenem Rathe jedenfalls folgen.
Wenn ich es heute abermals wage, Sie mit einer Frage zu belästigen, so muss ich
gleich im Voraus vielmals um Entschuldigung bitten. Nur das Vertrauen auf Ihre
Güte konnte mich zu einem zweiten Schreiben ermuthigen.
In der neuesten, 1876 erschienenen Aulage der “Grundzüge der Zoologie”
von Dor Carl Claus sind die Tunicaten von den Mollusken, mit denen sie bisher
vereinigt waren, getrennt und als eigener, 7. Typus vor den Vertebraten eingereiht.4
Eine Begründung dieses Vorganges ist jedoch in dem genannten Lehrbuche nicht
enthalten. Es ist nun für mich, hochverehrter Herr, von leicht erklärlichem Interesse, zu erfahren, wo nach Ihrer Ansicht, die für mich und für jeden anderen höchste Autoritaet ist, die Tunicaten im Systeme einzureihen sind, oder ob der oben
erwähnte Vorgang auch Ihre Billigung indet.
Verzeihen Sie, hochverehrter Herr, meine Dreistigkeit, vielleicht wird der Gegenstand meiner Frage mich in Ihren Augen einigermassen entschuldigen.
In der Hofnung, auch diesmal keine Fehlbitte gethan zu haben, bin ich, mich
empfehlend, | Ihr | ergebenster | Sigmund Fuchs.
Adresse: Sigismond Fuchs chez Madame Anne Susanne Fuchs,5 Bielitz, Silésie,
Autriche.
DAR 164: 221
1
2

3

For a translation of this letter, see Appendix I.
The year is conjectured from the publication date of Claus 1876 (see n. 4, below), and from the address.
Fuchs attended the gymnasium at Bielitz (now Bielsko-Biała, Poland) before entering the university of
Vienna in 1878 (Zentralblatt für Physiologie 17 (1903): 250).
Neither Fuchs’s irst letter nor CD’s response to it has been found.
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January 1877
In the irst edition of his Grundzüge der Zoologie (Elements of zoology; Claus 1868, pp. 372–9), Carl Friedrich Claus had classiied tunicates as a subgroup of molluscs; in the second edition (Claus 1872, pp.
690–707), although he continued to place tunicates within Mollusca, he noted the discovery of embryonic similarities between tunicates and vertebrates and the presence of a notochord in larval forms. In
the third edition (Claus 1876, pp. 827–45), Tunicata formed a separate type, following Mollusca and
preceding Vertebrata; however, only small editorial changes were made to the descriptive content of
the section compared with the second edition. In modern taxonomy, Tunicata (tunicates, ascidians,
and salps) and Vertebrata are subphyla of the phylum Chordata; Mollusca is a phylum.
Anne Susanne Fuchs has not been identiied.

To Sigmund Fuchs [1877–8?]1
My F. who is much engaged desires me to say that your q. is most diicult &
he will not venture to express an opinion as hardly 2 Zoologists are agreed on the
subject—2
ADraft
DAR 164: 221v
1
2

The date is conjectured from the relationship between this letter and the letter from Sigmund Fuchs,
[1877–8?].
CD probably wrote this draft in the expectation that Francis Darwin would write the reply to Fuchs’s
letter of [1877–8?]; the draft is written on the back of that letter. F: father. CD alludes to the debate
among zoologists regarding vertebrates and their ancestors. While many, including CD (see Descent 1:
205–6), had supported the view that vertebrates were descended from ascidians (Tunicata), others had
argued that they descended from segmented worms (Annelida; see, for example, Correspondence vol. 23,
letter from Anton Dohrn, 7 February 1875). Fuchs had asked whether CD agreed with Carl Friedrich
Claus’s removal of tunicates from the phylum Mollusca into their own group in the most recent edition of Claus’s textbook, Grundzüge der Zoologie (Claus 1876). Although his reasons for the change were
not explicit, Claus had included references to similarities between tunicates and vertebrates in both
embryonic and larval stages (see letter from Sigmund Fuchs, [1877–8?] and n. 4).

From Adolphe de Stillfried [1877?]1
Honoured Sir!
How many men of intellect and genius have won themselves also laurels, yes
even the glory of immortality by their discoveries and invastigations, not one of
them has to my idea easily anything so astonished the world, and given it so much
sustenance for thought, and wonder, as the man, who from the day when my whole
mind and energy were devoted to his books acquired my whole and greatest interest;
how inspired I felt by all the incredulous marvels, by the productions of such an
enormous power of thought and purpose!
How grandly such a man stands who can provide and devise such things, opposite to the whole, immense mass of community, which can only gaze mutely with
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5

admiration.— My greatest wish is and has been for sometime, to have something
in remembrance of you, who so completely ill my thoughts, be it some times
written by your hand, or a photograph with your signature which I can name as
my property, when one has from the object, to which one has learned his whole
interest, such an agreeable remembrance, than one would like best to apotheosize
him.— I beg you not to deny me this proof of your favour, and fulilment of my
wish.
I remain, dear Sir, | yours admiringly | med: cand: Adolphe baron de Stillfried
Prag, Brenntegasse No. 35, 2ten Stolz
DAR 177: 257
1

The year is conjectured from a pencil annotation at the top of the letter, probably made by Francis
Darwin.

From Alphonse de Candolle1 January 1877
Genève
Janvier 1877.
A Monsr Ch. Darwin
Mon cher Monsieur
permetter moi de recommander à votre bienveillance et à celle de Monsieur
Francis Darwin, mon ils Casimir, qui se trouve actuellement en Angleterre et qui
me témoigne le desir bien naturel de vous être présenté. Il s’est occupé quelquefois
des sujets dans les quels vous avez ouvert la voie et assurement il apprendra beaucoup s’il a le bonheur de voir votre champ d’expériences et de causer avec vous.2
J’espère que cela pourra se réaliser sans vous faire perdre un temps excessivement
précieux pour la Science.
Depuis ma lettre du mois de Decembre je vous ai adressé un opuscule sur un
point relatif aux descriptions (la spire des feuilles etc), en regrettant d’avoir si peu à
vous ofrir dans ce moment.3
Toujours, mon cher Monsieur, votre très dévoué et afectionné | Alph. de Candolle
DAR 161: 20
1
2
3

For a translation of this letter, see Appendix I.
Casimir de Candolle had worked on the insectivorous plant Dionaea muscipula (Venus ly trap; C. de
Candolle 1876) and on climbing plants (C. de Candolle 1877).
See Correspondence vol. 24, letter from Alphonse de Candolle, 16 December 1876. CD had sent Candolle
a copy of Cross and self fertilisation. Candolle sent CD a short paper, ‘Sur la désignation de la direction
des spires dans les plantes’ (On the determination of the direction of whorls in plants; A. de Candolle
1876).
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From Alpheus Hyatt January 1877
Address Boston. Soc. Nat. History
January 1877
Dear Sir
I have to day a chance to write you and I feel just like taking advantage of it. It
is one of my sick days when I am obliged to stay at home with a cold and nurse my
ailments and I fear enjoy them, because at the same time I can study Steinheim
Shells, or write as “par example”.1 If I had headed the letter as I felt I should have
put the “Master” in place of “Sir” for we, after all are only your pupils, following
out your methods of research and obtaining new things by their aid. I have been
particularly struck by this fact lately in reading Weissmann2 and in my intercourse
with scientiic students. The old style of talk is dying out among us and it is curious
to note that some of the young men hardly understand the real value of the work
done by the old school of systematists and teleologists. But I do not mean to use up
your time entirely with gossip I wish to tell you of the way in which the Steinheim
work goes on, a matter of some interest to you I know. The inclosed copies of the
three plates will show you something of what I am doing, but I hope they will not
lead you to expect too much of me in the result, that would be a misfortune to be
carefully guarded against.3
Some of the provisional results can be stated now, though subject to future emendations. I think the following will be found to hold criticism. First that the whole
fauna in so far as the main series is concerned, that from Steinheimensis to Trochiformis, arose in a period preceding that of Sand Pits viz in the rocks on the outer
rim of the Steinheim basin and those represented on the hill on Klosterberg in the
centre.4 These rocks have been much neglected but I am pretty well satisied, that
there was a large formation, which has been mostly carried away by denudation and
which contained the irst Steinheim fauna. I have written to Sandberger & Fraas5 but
have not stated this result. This was done in order to obtain certain facts with relation
to the rocks and observations on specimens of the First Period as simple unbiassed
statements. Unfortunately I cannot renew my visit to Steinheim and must leave the
very kernel of the problemn for some else to enjoy. Steinheim is at once the most
satisfying and the most disappointing of places. You will see by the Plates, which of
course only represent selected specimens, and therefore only give a small number of
the observable variations, that the material in the Sand Pits is practically inexhaustible simply as a study of variation-power in the species, but notwithstanding this the
forms are mixed in inextricable confusion in the formations and the history of the
period in which they had their rise is represented by a meagre band of fragmentary
rock.6
Another experience is of some value. I strongly doubt whether it is possible to
construct a classiication in such a chaos, as is here presented, which will really give
a picture of the real genesis of the diferent varieties. I am doing my “level” best
in that direction now, but ind that after tracing out a series from Steinheimensis/
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aequiumbilicatus to any other form, that often very puzzling alternatives present
themselves, and I am not absolutely sure that the line of genesis as I trace it is
really the same as that by which Nature herself worked out the forms.7 One thing
seems to begin to stand out from the muddle it is “aw a muddle” namely that
a distinct species such as Pl. tenuis for example may arise, perhaps, I may say,
probably does arise from several varieties of Pl. Steinheimensis at once or in such
connection as to suggest the idea of simultaneity. For instance see Pl. 1st. ig, a, line
b Pl. Steinheimensis and follow into line c, ig. b, “et seq.” Pl. tenuis; also begin
ig 1 line m Pl. Stenh. and ig 1 line b Pl. tenuis/Stein and follow into Pl. tenuis ig
3 “et seq line n; also note fact that Pl. discoideus line f and g does not arise from
the lattened Pl. tenuis but direct from the stouter forms of Pl. Steinheim on line
a, last four specimens (probably.8
All the Pl. oxynotus and supremus forms and others of the smooth shells such
as Pl crescens are traceable also to “Steinheimensis’ directly and not to “trochiformis” etc as Hilgendorf thought.9 See Pl. 3 upper 612 lines and the three irst lines
of the same Plate with exception of course of some carinated species which you can
readily detect. c—“crescens” and transitions to Steinheimensis, o—“oxystomus”
with same, s supremus with transitions to “oxystomus”. A curious parallelism is
noticeable in the forms of the sub-series they all show a tendency to become turretted, see line X, Pl 3 a form of “oxystomus” especially ig 8 with a true trochiform
aspect.10 I can prove that these did not arise from trochiformis in any accountable
way, see the young which are on the same line and which are identical with full
grown “oxystomus”. In fact there seems to be a number of series arising from Pl.
Steinheimensis all of which tend to produce forms, which are similar, that is more
or less like “trochiformis.
This tendency in each series to become trochiform is combined with a contrary,
or rather opposed by a contrary tendency. Thus in every lattened species there are
some forms with the mouths bent up against the spiral, as in ig. 3, line b, Pl. 1st., and
ig. 2, line a, Pl. 1st. and the variations run in their most marked (but not all their forms)
between this and the trochiform spiral, the former are rarer than the latter varieties
and become steadily rarer as the line of supposed genesis is followed up, The latter
on the contrary seem to grow stronger and more numerous as well as larger. I cannot
refer to the former as reversions though I have not all the data I hope to have on
this point.— So far as I can see however the probable ancestor of the whole group
will be found in Sandberger’s Pl. levis an asymmetrical species, like the young of
the sub-turretted forms of Pl. Steinheimensis.11 If this is so the forms described
above as tending to reverse the spiral, or to be more or less æquiumbilicated, as they
always are, are not reversions, but express direct tendencies to an opposite mode of
growth than those expressed by the turretted forms. But let us suppose the opposite
to be true and see how it would come out. Let us suppose that the æquiumbilicated
form which is so common in the young of Steinheimensis and in some adults to be
indicative of an ancestor with a similar form who lived in the earlier part of the
irst Steinheim period. Would the forms now living such as the “æquiumbilicatus”,
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January 1877

line b, pl 1st, last igure, be reversions? Are they not too much like their ancestor
from the young up to be anything but direct descendants? They also express in
my mind arrest of development. Thus if they were the young of unsymmetrical
forms of Pl. Steinheimensis, they difered from the parents in not changing their
mode of growth at an early period from the symmetrical to the unsymmetrical but
retained the former and with it the peculiar smoothness and rotundity of the young.
There are some forms, but these are very rare which have appeared to me as truly
reversionary. These are irst symmetrical, then unsymmetrical and inaly tend to
become symmetrical again. I put these things in this way because it will help me
to know what you think about the matter. Cope and I would call the symmetrical
forms, “retarded” forms and the turritted forms with their concurrent tendency to
the formation of carinations and sulcations in the earlier and later stages of growth
“accelerated” forms, in allusion to the fact, that the irst pass through stages which
occupy the entire shell but are, nevertheless only the morphological equivalents of
the earlier or younger stages of the other varieties or individuals.12 It is a notable
fact in this connection that very large forms of Pl. Steinheimensis are apt to have
the characteristic sulcation of “tenuis” developed on the last part of the last whorl,
see pl 1st., line h, last igure, while smaller forms do not have these marks except as
a great rarity.
Another tendency in these diferent series must also be noticed. This is towards
uncoiling, it occurs in all the series but more notably in some than in others. It may
occur at any time in the life of an individual of the Pl. minutus series which becomes
entirely uncoiled in it’s ultimate forms as traced by Hilgendorf.13 In other series it is
to be looked for to occur anywhere in the species of the series but not anywhere in
the life of the individual So far as the latter is concerned the uncoiling always takes
place after the shell is well grown and under such circumstances as indicate that it is
either caused by old age or by wounds or by diseases of some sort. Taking this into
consideration, and the fact, that where the uncoiling appears in the young, that the
species are very small though descended from Pl. Steinheimensis, it would appear
as if all the parallel forms of this kind, which appear in the diferent series, were the
direct product of unfavorable circumstances causing diseases in the individual or in
the series.
This agrees beautifully with my Ammonite researches, much better, than if I
had found, what I hoped to ind when I went to Steinheim; that Pl. oxystomus
and supremus, were the senile and dying forms of the whole “trochiform series
according to the picture of Hilgendorf.14 Talking of this point reminds me, that I
shall send another Ammonite paper on Stephanoceras very soon in which I hope
you will see that I have made another step, though it be only a small one in comparison to those you are doubtless notiied of almost daily.15 I had almost forgotten
to add that you will see some of the normally uncoiled “numulus” forms on lines e
& g pl. 2 and the abnormally uncoiled of the diferent series with some transition
forms as follows. Pl 1st line h, ig a, line 1, ig b, line k, ig. c, Line m, ig d, line p, ig
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e; Pl. 2nd., line b, ig 1–3 and line q, last igure; Pl. 3, line e, ig. a, line g, ig b, line
h, ic c, line o ig TT. A word or two more and my letter is inished. The irst plate
shows the forms found in the lowest formation in two separate holes, one of them
was twice opened and explored so there are three divisions in the species igured one
on line K—“III”—marking the limits of general series found in lowest formation in
the Old Pit, The two last igures line k and all on line l show the conirmation of the
presence of “trochiformis in the lowest formation obtained by a second exploration
of the same hole, lines m–p show the special result of an exploration on the lowest
level in the second hole dug in the Old Pit. Pl. 2 shows analysis of forms found in
various strata of the Old Pit from formation “B” to form “L” the formations being
in all cases marked of by “III” scratches and the igures must be followed from left to
right. Pl. 3 shows in the specimens igured in the irst three lines species of peculiar
forms found in the New Pit in abundance and not found in the almost adjoining
Old Pit. The remainder of the Plate gives the formations of the Cloister Pit on the
So. side of the Cloisterberg from formation “K” to “M” as synchronized with those
of the Old Pit and other Pits on the No. side of the hill. Hope to have a map and
sections with these plates to illustrate the work in the various Pits. Prof. Henry heard
a paper read by me before the National Academy and ofered to consider it for
publication in the Smithsonian Memoirs when ready.16 With this and another more
interesting fact I will conclude, what I fear must have become a wearisome letter
to you. I have found another Steinheim in New Brunswick. It is a bona ide story
and I am going there next summer. The name is Lawlor’s Lake Near St John, and
the shell true Valvata, but doing just the same outlandish things as the Planorbidæ
of the Magnon lakes.17 I have a faint hope that I may ind some of the species still
living in the modern lake, which still occupies a portion of the valley anciently taken
up by Lawlor’s Lake. The distorted shell are found in marl deposits on the borders
of the modern lake. The geology is being now worked over by M Matthew of the
Canadian Survey and I think we will be able to make a clean story from the start
if the facts are as described.18 The forms begin with a perfectly lat, closely coiled
round whorled Valvata, then become “trochiform” by degrees but not carinated and
end by being wholly uncoiled like Pl. denudatus Hilg. The whole series however and
there seems to be but one has no carinæ or sulcations, the whorls remaining round
and smooth. If I am tiresome I hope you will forgive me for the sake of my good
intentions, and because I cannot help pouring myself out to a man so ready to hear
and help people as you have been to me and others.
Very sincerely and respectfully | Alpheus Hyatt
See Note on Plates.19
[Enclosure]
All th〈e ig〉ures are x 2 diameter and pho〈tograph〉ed from specimens mounted
on 〈pla〉tes of slate. inside line is 3 x 4.
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Note
My present view of the relations of these forms (or species
whatever that word may mean) accords closely with your diagram
in the Origin of Species ie fan shaped.20
The lines in this case representing the divergent series springing from Steinheimensis or it’s ancestral form “levis” land. These
though divergent produce as I have shown certain parallel forms by the tendencies
they respectively possess to become more and more trochiform and then to become
more or less unwound either in isolated individuals or in series of forms. The tendency in each series besides the above is towards the development of carinations
and sulcations causing as correllative features the whorls and mouths irst to become
square and then triangular. When the whorl irst becomes squared it is observed in
the largest of Pl. Steinheimensis. Then this square form and sulcation etc is found
at variable periods in the individuals of tenuis/Steinheimensis and at last it becomes
constant at a young stage in Pl. tenuis. This is a good illustration of what Cope
and I call “acceleration” in development. The illustration of “retardation” I have
already given.21 The unwinding is quite similar to the senility of the Ammonites and
doubtless due to the same thing, the unfavorable action of physical causes producing
exhaustion in the case of normal old age and diseases in other cases. I do not see yet
so clearly as I might, where and how to bring in Nat. Selection. Among the Amm. as
I have before written you I can account for the preservation of diferences until they
become constant in the race.22 Then they begin to be inherited at earlier periods
in successive descendants and are carried out of the reach of Nat. Selection which
appears then to act with greatest force in these descendants upon the new variations
produced in the adults or later stages of the young. If it is not asking too much I
should like to know whether Nat Selection can account for the tendency in each of
these series to produce similar forms ie trochiform species out of an ancestor like
Steinheimensis. I have said among the Ammonites that it seemed to me that it could
not do so but was limited to the preservation and perpetuation or rather the establishment in each series of the diferences of structure which distinguished one series
from another.23 You will observe in this connection that the series from Stein. to
supremus is distinct from the series from Stein. through “discoideus” to trochiformis
and that the “minutus” series is very diferent from both of these.24
When I began this note on these plates I meant only to say a word, but I found
that I must keep on even at the risk of asking more of Your time and patience than
you can give to this matter. If so be kind enough to drop it where you desire to
without apology. I am perhaps too anxious to make my paper thorough in view of
the mischief which Hilgendorf ’s unaccountable mistakes have caused.25 If my illustrations and explanations are not clear please throw the burden upon my shoulders
and do not attempt to waste time in puzzling them out. If I understand it I ought to
be able to make it clear, or ought to sufer the consequences until I can do so.
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